Make-Up Designory
Praises ONEBurbank
ONEBurbank is a suite of BWP fiber optic services offered to Burbank
businesses looking for exceptionally fast and reliable bandwidth.
Visit ONEBurbank at ONEBurbank.com
Make-Up Designory
educates the next
generation
of
make-up artists at
its main campus
in Burbank and a
branch campus in New York
City. Classes blend lectures and
demonstrations with handson lab work and assignments
to encourage an inspiring and
supportive learning environment.
Gil Romero, School Director,
shares his experience with BWP’s
ONEBurbank fiber service:
Make-Up Designory (MUD) is
dedicated to providing the best
education available in the craft of
make-up artistry. We serve novice
learners as well as experienced artists
at our two campus locations. Our
professional instructors are artisans
with vast expertise drawn from
careers as make-up artists in the film,

television and fashion worlds. From
Day One, MUD students are immersed
in the fundamentals of make-up
artistry and they acquire practical, realworld skills with an academic format
to maximize learning. Each year,
hundreds of students from around the
world train in a variety of specialties
including prosthetics, character
make-up, special effects, and makeup and hairstyling for television, film,
print, runway and retail. We’ve also
created our own line of professional
cosmetics and beauty tools.

We were happy to find that the
quality assurance standard delivered
by the ONEBurbank team and the
service-focused approach they offer
completely fulfilled our needs.

Top quality, reliable Internet service
is vital to us so we can deliver
the highest learning experience
possible for our students. Our
previous service providers did not
measure up to our high expectations.
I looked around for other options,
read about ONEBurbank’s fiber optic
services and decided to see what
ONEBurbank could deliver to MUD.

We welcome Make-Up Designory
(MUD) as another satisfied
ONEBurbank customer! Visit their
website at mud.edu for more
information.

Above: MUD students at work practicing their bald cap artistry skills.

Our ONEBurbank service is
unparalleled in comparison to our
previous service providers. With
the help of ONEBurbank, we look
forward to delivering the best in
quality education and products to
the make-up artist community for
many years to come.

